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LANDGATE — FRAUDULENT PROPERTY SALES 

Statement by Minister for Lands 
MR B.J. GRYLLS (Central Wheatbelt — Minister for Lands) [2.08 pm]: I wish to advise the house of the 
actions taken by Landgate to reduce the risk of fraudulent land transactions. The Registrar of Titles has 
implemented the following initiatives and safeguards. 

A new caveat: Any overseas property owners concerned about the possibility of identity theft may now lodge a 
new caveat over their property to reduce the risk of improper dealings with their property. It is called “Caveat 
(Improper Dealings) form C4”. All landowners shown on the title of the property must either appoint a solicitor 
to sign and lodge the caveat on their behalf or must sign the caveat themselves and lodge it at Landgate. 
Currently, settlement agents are not authorised to prepare this type of caveat. 

The caveat will prevent registration of a change of ownership, mortgage or lease. The only way to remove the 
caveat is for all landowners to personally attend the Landgate Midland office at the same time, and identify 
themselves to the satisfaction of the Registrar of Titles, with a 100-point check the minimum requirement. 

A minimum double-check: All transfers of land executed overseas undergo extra scrutiny to ensure that they are 
independently checked by at least two senior Landgate officers, including a senior examiner.  

Transfers signed overseas: All transfers of land executed overseas are reviewed to confirm that a 100-point 
identification check has been completed.  

Witnessing of transfers by an Australian consular officer: When transfers of land are executed outside Australia, 
the Registrar of Titles will now be satisfied only if the signatures are witnessed by an Australian consular officer. 
Landgate will confirm the witnessing directly with the consular office. 

TitleWatch improvement: Landgate is investigating expanding its existing TitleWatch service so that an email 
alert will be activated to advise subscribers of a potential land transaction on their nominated titles. Significantly, 
this notification will occur prior to settlement, and before the exchange of funds and issue of a new title. The 
Registrar of Titles is reviewing 61 007 transfer documents that have been lodged since 1 September 2010. Stage 
1 involves reviewing 24 006 transfers of land that have been lodged for registration since 1 April 2011. To date, 
2 019 transfers have been reviewed and 468 identified as being executed outside Australia. Landgate will 
correspond with the lodging and preparing party of these transfers with a series of questions to inform them 
whether these transfers are at risk or require further scrutiny. 

Landgate is currently working with the Consumer Protection Division and WA Police on the introduction of a 
mandatory regime for client identity verification, which will include a 100-point identity check to be undertaken 
by real estate agents and settlement agents. A whole-of-industry approach is necessary to help combat attempts 
at fraud. Landgate’s role in the land title process is at the end, after the money has been paid to the fraudster. The 
opportunity to prevent fraud is greatest before settlement and before the money changes hands. Last week I met 
with representatives from Landgate, the Consumer Protection Division, REIWA and the Australian Institute of 
Conveyancers to ensure to a consistent approach across all our agencies. 
 


